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Memorandum.
TO

: Leon Jaworski

D^T~: May 30, 1974

tames F..Neal, Richar~ Ben_~Veniste, .
il~~r,.. George ~; Gerald Go.ldman.
Charles W~ Colson Plea Bargaining.
It is my understanding,that the latter part of last
week Charles Colson made a conditional offer to enter a plea
of guilty to a one-count information or indictment charging
a violation of 18 U.S.C. ~ 1503. The theory of the offense,
and concrete facts to be charged would support this theory,
is that Colson endeavored to disseminate unfavorable information on Daniel Ellsberg at thetime Ellsberg was under indictment by the United States in order to create an anti-Ellsberg
atmosphere that would affect the trial. In exchange for the
plea to this felony, carrying a maximum punishment of ’~ive
years in prison, the Special Prosecutor would dismiss the
indictments against Colson in the pending Ellsberg and Watergate cases. The Special Prosecutor would also agree not to
bring any further prosecutions against Colson in specified
areas within the Special Prosecutor’s jurisdiction.
Last Tuesday, you asked me and my associates to confer with counsel for Mr. Colson and thereafter to report to

you whether we could support the plea bargain as outlined
in the preceding paragraph.
My associates and I metwith representatives of Mr.
Colson on May 28, 29 and 30 and ou~ princip~l concern was
whether the proposed plea bargain would materially damage
the prosecution against .the remaining defendants in United
States v. Mitchell, et al.
In the several conferences mentioned above, we reviewed with Colson and his representatives the areas of
his knowledge and activities in ~egard to the Watergate
break-in and cover-up. The Colson prosecutive memorandum
directed to your attention and dated January 15, 1974 lists
four particular areas wherein Colson is alleged to have acted
in furtherance of the conspiracy. These areas are Colson’s
June 19, 1972 meetings with Dean and Ehrlichman regarding
Hunt’s safe and instructions to get Hunt out of the country;
Colson’s grand jury deposition and his memo to Dean shortly
th4reafter reflecting that he inadvertently, according to
him, had omitted a matter in his grand jury appearance; the
November 1972 telephone .conversation between Hunt and Colson;
and Colson’s involvement in extending assurances to Hunt in
January 1973. We covered these areas with Mr. Colson and
his representatives and his connection with and knowledge of

such "Whfte House horrors" as the Ellsbe~@ break-~ the
forged Diem cables, Dita Beard interview, the Chappaquiddick
investigation, the May 3 Hoover demonstration and the alleged
consideration given to firebombing~the Brookings Institute.
Mr. Colson and his representatives moved very little
from their positions on the above matters as previously
represented to this office in various interviews and written
submissions. Summarizing, Colson admits he urged on June 19
that Hunt’s safe was important and should be secured by someone in the White House and that on this date he was advised
by Dean that Hunt had been ordered out of the country. He
has no recollection of hearing Ehrlichman give this order.
With respect to the grand jury deposition, ~he states he had
no intention of misleading the grand jury and did not deliberately omit his February 1972 call to Magruder regarding
Hunt and Liddy. With respect to the November Huht-Colson
tel@phone call he simply says that he was trying to shut Hunt
up and did not at the time appreciate the seriousness of the
statements Hunt was making. With respect to his involvement
in offering assurances in January to Mr. Bittman, Mr. Colson
does offer some new insight into this matter. Perhaps it
should first be noted that his prior submissions have been
rather vague on this subject. In our conferences we reviewed

with Mr. Colson his January 5, 1973 memo of his meetings
with Bittman, his March 23, 1973 memo o~ his contemporaneous
telephone call from Haldeman when Haldeman inquired about
these meetings and the references to clemency for the
original Watergate defendants in the Presidentis Submission
to the House Judiciary Committee. Colson states, in summary,
that he di~ indeed "stroke" Bittman and did to a greater degree
in his second meeting. He admits that Bittman could have
gotten the impression from his statements that Hunt would not
have to serve longer than a year in jail and, most importantly,
he admits that while he doesn’t remember the language of the
meetings with Dean and Ehrlichman, he did get the distinct
impression that they wanted him to "keep Hunt on the reservation." Further, while his memory is unclear, he does not
deny that Ehrlichman may have told him not to take this matter
up with the President. With respect to the so-called "White
House horrors," Colson’s position is substantially unchanged
from that reflected in prior interviews and submissions.
Based on the several conferences with Colson and his
representatives, we have reached the following conclusions:
i. Colson is not representing to us an accurate
.picture of his knowledge and participation in the cover-up
aspects of the Watergate case. On the other hand, it is

possible that Colson is not deliberately deceiving us.
is a rather unusual individual and one who possibly has
convinced himself that his representations to us are the
very best he can do and the most accurate statements he can
make; -2. Colson will make a sworn statement consistent with
the above Outlined representations and will testify as a
witness, if we want him, to the facts contained in the statement;
3. Consummation of the plea bargain will not seriously
damage the prosecution against the remaining defendants in
United States v. Mitchell, et al. We do not plan at this
time to call him as a prosecution witness and he is subject
to impeachment as a defense witness to the same extent as if
he were a defendant.
We can support the decision to accept a plea of Mr.
Colson and the dismissal as to him of the indictment in the
Mitchell case. In addition to the observations made above,
ou~ support is based on the following considerations:
i. A plea bargain will not seriously damage the prose.cution against the remaining defendants;
l_/

It must be noted that James F. Neal is the sole sponsor
of the last two sentences of this paragraph.

2. Compared to Dean, LaRue, Mggruder and the remaining defendants, our view of the e$idence reflects that
Colson took relatively little initiative in the Watergate
affair, and while there was probable cause to include him in
the indictment in the Mitchell case, the chances that a fair
and impartial jury would return a conviction as to Colson are
not as great as in the case of the other defendants;
3. We are told the case against Colson in the Ellsberg
break-in is no stronger than ours, and as that trial is scheduled to commence first, an acquittal of Colson there would
tend to further weaken our prosecutio~ against him;
.4. We understand the basic factual charges in the
information or indictment to which Mr. Colson will plead will
constitute a clear and serious violation of 18 U.S.C. ~1503
and will not allow room for Mr. Colson to argue that he is
"more sinned against than sinning;"
5. Conviction of one serious felony, in practically
every case, is sufficient to allow the Court to fashion punishment appropriate for the conduct;
6. Finally, this office has an obligation, consistent
with a mature concept of justice, to resolve the Watergate
affair and all of its ramifications as expeditiously as possible.

We must sound three warnings in respect to the
Colson plea bargaining:
l.. We should not agree to forego any further prosecution of Mr. Colson for conduct in areas known or unknown.
There should be a delineation of those areas or subject
matters with respect to which Mr.. Colson’s conduct is being
resolved.
2. The pre-sentence report the Watergate group
will file will not adopt Mr. Colson’s view of his activities
in all respects. It may be necessary that our pre-sentence
report set forth the various versions of the basic transactions which touch Mr. Colson.
3. Finally, it probably will be necessary to name
Colson as a co-conspirator in our Bill of Particulars to be
filed in the Mitchell case.

Volner
Goldman
Frampton
Kreindler
PAL

Final Decisions

Feb. 20, 1974
1. Ruth has decided to include Parkinson in indictment. LJ said
he agrees with it but did not want to make that decision but will
sign indictment.
2. On basis of Ben-Veniste’s assessment of chances of conviction
of Colson on the evidence, LJ has decided that he should be
included. White House has decided not to make available the tapes
Shapiro has wanted us to hear. Ben-Veniste said evidence shows
he is member of conspiracy, and there is 50-50 chance of conviction. Ruth dissents. LJ said he listened to Colson’s January
3-4 conversations with President. Colson and Shapiro were eager
to learn what LJ had heard and when told he hadn’t heard anything
about clemency, they said they were "relieved" -- this implies
that they knew they were involved and were glad he wasn’t tied in
by evidence.
3. Mardian is to be included, according to LJ, because of his
i’nv~’lvement in incriminating activities, even though he
ew later.

~r

4. There are no doubts about inclusion of Mitchell, Ehrlichman,
Haldeman and Strachan.
5. Bittman has testified before grand jury on 2/19 -- after
getting his warnings. He argued that prosecutors consider grand
jury a rubber stamp and he hoped this grand jury would not consider itself bound by prosecutor’s recommendations. This may
disadvantage Bittman, since LJ has decided not to charge him; he
was appearing as defense counsel acting for-~ilty client, but one
he had obligation to do his best for. His conduct was unsavory,
but his role is that of defense counsel and his actions are subject to several interpretations, including those consistent with
representing his client’s interests.
LJ said his critical factors were: (i) he will provide
information about Parkinson that will be more useful than O’Brien’s,
since O’Brien seems to be too malleable and may not stand up on
cross-examination; (2) Bittman never checked with O’Brien to see
what Dean did about message Bittman wanted passed along about
Hunt’s threats, and this shows that Bittman was not acting out of
self-interest in his March 16 activities.
There may be problems with grand jury -- if so, LJ will
discuss this personally with them to give his reasons.
LJ will allow Bittman to be named in indictment as involved
in overt acts, or in Bill of Particulars.
Ben-Veniste said O’Brien’s explanation of timing shows that
Bittman learned of action taken on the message -- payment of cash
-- within a few days of March 16 - March 21. This was similarly
coded, under-the-table contact with Bittman.
Frampton said Bittman had never before asked for direct
response -- his answer always came in form of delivery of cash -as it did here.

Frampton also said point was not that Bittman’s motive
changed to financial "self-interest" in March, but that Bittman’s
facilitation of blackmail by Hunt was criminal.
B-V said in fairness it had to be recognized that Bittman
never took initiative.
LJ said skilled defense lawyer would show that Bittman only
did what his client wanted him to do.
Frampton said Bittman’s conduct on behalf of his client went
beyond legal limits and thus that such a motove was no excuse.
Volner points out that Bittman’s testimony will contradict
O’Brien and Dean on clemency -- and thus weaken case against
Colson.
PAL said motive here was not excuse -- he knew what consequence~was of doing what Hunt wanted -- Bittman prosecuted
Hoffa and his staff for jury tampering -- doing what client
wanted in "his" interests -- he also knew of significance of use
of large sums of cash from that experience.
LJ said "defense lawyers all over the country do that and
if defense lawyers couldn’t follow their client’s instructions,
the jails would be full of lawyers."
PAL said: we should not sink to "morals of market place,"
particularly with Bittman who himself knew better and prosecuted
that kind of conduct.
Volner said Bittman’s conduct shows not just a single bad
judgment but a series of improper actions at his client’s suggestion or direction -- when he knew exactly what consequences
were.
LJ said we were just drawing inferences against Bittman
when we had to give him "the benefit of the doubt."

PAL asked (i) why shouldn, t jury decide which inferences
to draw, and (2) why is Parkinson to be included since he was
lawyer too?
’
LJ said (i) he has to apply higher standards -- if there is
reasonable doubt -- he can’t indict. I said I’d tend to agree
but BV said chances on Colson are no more than 50-50 so I don’t
see how those are ~mm reconcilable, (2) Parkinson was acting only
as lawyer in a civil case, which he said is different.
LJ said if Volner ever wanted to be a criminal defense
lawyer, she "would starve" if she followed the line of argument
she made today.

Phil Heymann

June 21, !973

James F. :~eal

:~atergate Case - Lega! Problems
Prior to your depart,~ra I hope you will accumulate
for rese-~ch a/~d answers all legal probl~ms the group can
tinink of i~ r~spact to ~he ~ssibla wa~gate ~
it is a mul~-co~t in~c~ent ~k~g charges wi~ respect
to ~e bre~-in, w~e~ppL~g ~d obs~uc~on of
~hereaf~. Ques~on~ will c~n~ ~ come up ~d ~
foll~ing oc~s- to me at ~s t~:
I.
,.

Hay we chargs all participants in one overall_!
~onspiracy .which includes a cbnsplracy to

-’ ~:"’

activities, ~h~re certain participants were
involved,on, Iy in cover up; or should we charge
ti%osa inaivid’uals involved in both in one count
charges an overall conspiracy "and charge
only invo!ved in the pre or po~t June 17, activities
in othsr sepamata counts. Consider. ~’~otteakos v.
2. As you ~n~_ioned, when does money paid to assist ~_..
t~h~ f~lons chargsd wi~h on~ become an obstruction
of justice rather then just humanitaria~ activities.
N~y an individual only involved in the payment of ~! ~
-~,,oney for" the "purpose of si!encLng defendants be
S’~ilty Ln ~bs.tr~?~ction oZ ’
riding ~otive is to a~oid political ~arrassmen~ ~/
rat~her then to avoid det~tion and convic~on of
i~8ntep~sons.
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Memorandum
TO

: Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor

FROM :

DATE: Sept 27, .1973

James Vorenberg ~ ~
Special Assis tang/

Perhaps the most important part of the record of the
Special Prosecutor’s office to be included in one or more
reports will be the basis on which you decided how to use
your discretion as a prosecutor in particular cases. Harry
Bratt .and I, with Hank’s heIp, are trying to set up procedures
that will make available a record of what went on within the
various task forces. But, however those procedures develop,
it is crucial that all significant prosecutorial decisions
you make with respect to individual cases be reflected in
a written record. In particular, I have in mind the following
types of decisions -- whether the decision is affirmative
or negative :
i.

Whether to seek an indictment.

2.

Whether to agree to a plea to specific charges.

3.

Whether to recommend a particular sentence and,
if so, what.

4. Whether to accept a nolo .plea.
5.

The ordering of seriousness of charges
for a group of related defendants.

6.

Recommendations on bail.

7.

Whether to institute or discontinue an investigation.

I suggest that you establish a firm operating procedure
that you will not make any such decision without a written
memorandum setting forth the staff’s recommendation, and that
after the decision is made the staff person in charge shall
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prepare a further memorand
¯
if different from ~A_ . .urn .settlng forth the
¯ ¯ _
fo ’ It.
~*= orlglnal re.
.
declslon and
R~r~
.A copy of both th~^ ,__comme.ndatlons, the ba~ ’
consistent w~[~_~__=**~ proceeding on ~.~l’-~-~ ~o uo Harry
~ ur own ~e-~-~
..
memoranda ~s
but I have the
=
~=~±
practlce
and
preference,
insisted on an Sense
advance
memorandum,
and quiteyou
often
that
in some instances
havethere
not
have not been follow-up
memoranda.
One Other category of decision worries me:
growing out of discussio ......
on Jurisdictional matters.
ns between
This isyou
surely
and the
one Attorney
of that
the areas
General
where you (and he)
may be challenged as to what you did and
why.
All of these decisions should be documented, and in
some cases you Will be the only one who can do it.
At a fairly early Stage Harry and
back and fill in gaps, but at the moment I will try to go
better to try to develop procedures for it
useisonprobably
a continuing
basis,

cc : Mr. Ruth.
Mr- Bratt
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Memorandum
TO

: Leon Jaworski
Special ProsecutOrspe a~~j

DATE:February 22, 1974

: Philip A. Lacovarac
FROM

Counsel tothe
Prosecutor

i

SUBJECT: Status o.f Cha.rles ColsOn in Water@ate Case
In recent discussions concerning whether to recommend
indictment of Charles Colson in the Watergate case, Rick
Ben-Veniste has indicated that he believes we have sufficient
evidence to overcome a motion to dismiss, but that our chances
of obtaining a. conviction are no better than 50-50. My understanding is that it has been the consistent policy from the
inception.of this office that we would indict an individual
only if we were reasonably certain of obtaining a conviction.
Hank Ruth and I (and I understand, you) have advised David
Shapiro, Colson’s attorney, that this policy would be followed
in our recommendation to the grand jury on Colson. Under these
circumstances, I have considerable doubt whether we should
recommend to the grand jury that it indict Colson.
From the outset of our discussions, you have felt that
Colson was very deliberate in staying on the periphery of any
conspiracy and cautious to limit any overt activity on his
part. According to my notes, on February 9, you indicated
that the recording of Colson’s conversation with Hunt in November was not enough to secure a conviction and told the Watergate task force that you would not be prepared to indict Colson
unless there were more evidence of his complicity in the conspiracy. You reaffirmed this position on February ii.- To my
knowledge, the Watergate task force has not developed this
additional evidence, despite repeated exploration of the
clemency issue with Bittman; nor have they expressed greater
confidence in being able to obtain a conviction. As recently
as February 20, Rick Ben-Veniste gave his assessment of the
likelihood of conviction as no more than 50-50.
Although there is no question that the grand jury would
be fully justified in finding probable cause to indict Colson,
I believe that this office should adhere to the high standard
we have set for ourselves. This is particularly important
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where an individual who is not part of the core of the conspiracy, either by his actions or motivations, may be swept up
in a large conspiracy case.
Finally, in making your decision, you should be aware
that, despite his brief to us in the Fielding case, which
states that "the Special Prosecutor informed Mr. Colson and
his counsel that no indictment would be brought unless the
Special Prosecution Force was ’confident that it could obtain
a conviction,’" David Shapiro has said that it might not be
"unfair" to indict Colson in that case if, on the facts and the
law, there were a 50-50 chance of conviction. In my view, however, that should not be sufficient.

(I have discussed this memorandum with Peter Kreindler,
who was present at many of the meetings about Colson and with
his attorney, and he asked that I mention that he concurs in
these thoughts.) (Henry Ruth has also recommended that, for
similar reasons, Colson should not be indicted.)

CC"

Mr. Ruth
Mr. Ben-Veniste
Mm. Kreindler
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Prosecutor

SUB~CT: Status of Cha~es Colsonl.inI Water@ate Case
In recent discussions concerning whether to recommend
indictment of Charles Colson in the Watergate case, Rick
Ben-Veniste has indicated that he believes we have sufficient
evidence to overcome a motion to dismiss, but that our chances
of obtaining a-conviction are no better than 50-50. My understanding is that it hasbeen the consistent policy from the
inception.of this office that we would indict an individual
only if we were reasonably certain of obtaining a conviction.
Hank Ruth and I (and I understand, you) have advised David
Shapiro, Colson’s attorney, that this policy would be followed
in our recommendation to the grand jury on Colson. Under these
circumstances, I have considerable doubt whether we should
recommend to the grandjury that it indict Colson.
From the outset of our discussions, you have felt that
Colson was very deliberate in staying on the periphery of any
conspiracy and cautious to limit any overt activity on his
part. According to my notes, on February 9, you indicated
that the recording of Colson’s conversation with Hunt in November was not enough to secure a conviction and told the Watergate task force that you would not be prepared to indict Colson
unless there were more evidence of his complicity in the conspiracy. You reaffirmed this position on February ii; To my
knowledge, the Watergate task force has not developed, this
additional evidence, despite repeated exploration of the
clemency issue with Bittman; nor have they expressed greater
confidence in being able to obtain a conviction. As recently
as February 20, Rick BenAVeniste gave his assessment of the
likelihood of conviction as no more than 50-50.
Although there is no question that the grand jury would
be fully justified in finding probable cause to indict Colson,
I believe that this office should adhere to the high standard
we have set for ourselves. This is particularly important
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where an individual who is not part of the core of the conspiracy, ~either by his actions or motivations, may be swept up
in a large conspiracy case.
Finally, in making your decision, you~ should be aware
that, despite his brief to us in the Fielding case, which
states that "the Special Prosecutor informed Mr. Colson and
his counsel that no indictment would be brought unless the
Special Prosecution Force was ’confident that it could obtain
a conviction,’" David Shapiro has said that it might not be
"unfair" to indict Colson in that case if, on the facts and the
law, there were a 50-50 chance of conviction. In my view, however, that should not be sufficient.
(I have discussed this memorandum with Peter Kreindler,
who was present at many of the meetings about Colson and with
his attorney, and he asked that I mention that he concurs in
these thoughts.) (Henry Ruth has also recommended that, for
similar reasons, Colson should not be indicted.)

cc:

Mr. Ruth
Mr. Ben-Veniste
Mr. Kreindler
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In recent discussions concerning whether-torecommend .... ¯
indictment of Charles Colsonin the Watergate case, Rick... "
Ben-Veniste has indicated that he believes we.have.sufficient
evidence-to overcome a motion to dismiss, but that our chances
ofobtaining, a-convictionare no better than 50-50. My under- standing is that it has~been the consistent policy from .the "
inception.of this office that we would indict an individual
only if we were.reasonably certain of obtaining a conviction.
Hank Ruth and I (and I understand, you) have advised David
Shapiro, Colson’s attorney, that this policy would be followed
in our recommendation to t~.e grand jury on Colson..Under these
circumstances, I have considerable doubt whether we should
recommend to the grand:.jury~hat it indict Colson.
From the outset of our discussions, you have felt that
Colson was very deliberate in staying on theperiphery of any
conspiracy and cautious to limit any overt activity on_his
part, According to my notes, on February 9, you indicated
that the recording of Colson’sconversation with Hunt-in November was not enough to secure a conviction and told the Water- gate task force that you would not be~prepared to indict Colson.
unless there were more evidence of. his complicity~n the conspiracy. You reaffirmed this position on February ll~ To my
knowledge,the Watergate task force has not developed, this
additional evidence, despite repeated .exploration of thel
.
clemency issue with Bittman; nor have they expressed greater
confidence in being .able to obtain a conviction.. Asrecently
as February 20, Rick Ben&Veniste gave his assessment of the "
likelihood of conviction as no more than 50-50.
Although there is no question that the grand jury.would
be fully justified in finding probable cause to indict Colson,.
I believe that this office should adhere to the.highstandard
we have set for ourselves. This is particularly important
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where an individual who is not part of the core of the Con,
spiracy,, either by his actions or motivations,.may besweptup
in a large conspiracy case.
..
" ~
~

Finally, inmaking your decision, you. should.beaware
that, despite his brief to us in the Fielding case, which
states that "the Special Prosecutor informed Mr. Colson and. ~.
his counsel that no indictment would be brought unless the. ..Special Prosecution Force was ’confident that it could obtain~.
a conviction,’" David Shapiro has said ~hat it might not be.
.
"unfa±r" to indict Colson in that case If, on the facts~and the
law, there were a 50-50 Ghance of conviction. In my view, however, that should not be sufficient.
(I have discussed this memorandum withPeteri~e~dler, i~
who was present at many of the meetings about Colson andSwith
his attorney, and he asked that I mention that he concurs.ln.
these thoughts.)(HenryRuthhas also recommended .that, for
similar reasons, Colsonshould not beindicted.)

CC"

Mr. Ruth
Mr. Ben-Veniste
Mr. Kreindler

